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Britain’s Shining
Opportunity
Youth, Student and educational travel,
delivering benefits to the UK economy
Britain’s shining opportunity in tourism, employment, trade and global
competitiveness is in the international education of the young.
The inherent values of British civilisation projected to the
world, together with global values being understood in
Britain are keys to stronger long term success.
The British educational travel sector is uniquely successful in projecting
British values to the world through their products of excellence. This
is aided by Britain being traditionally viewed by the world as a centre
of contemporary youth culture, educational excellence and a place to
expand skills during early international work life. It is also aided by British
students travelling the world learning global values while expanding
their skills internationally during their early adult or work life.
The economic and cultural return for Britain is felt over the lifetime through inward investment, global trade, employment and tourism,
and in the overall competitiveness of Britain in the world.
Until now the attributes of the educational traveller in Britain have been
poorly understood other than by those in the industry. BETA in this
study has drawn together relevant material to better understand and
present the travellers’ behaviour and attributes to a wider audience.
There is a commitment to re-publish at regular intervals with
updates. It is expected this will better shape an understanding
of the enormous opportunity from the sector.
We are certain you will find the report informative and useful. We
look forward to your responses and comments on the report to
assist us to take better advantage Britain’s shining opportunity.
Board of Directors
British Educational Travel Association
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Introduction

Travel amongst the younger
generations has become a major
growing trend in the tourism industry
in the last couple of decades and
the consequent development of
new markets, especially in emerging
economies, has boosted demand to a
higher level. The youth have greater
wealth and shared knowledge
and, as the world becomes
increasingly more accessible, there
is a larger base of these travel
consumers roaming the globe.
Youth tourism has traditionally been
regarded as low yield which perhaps
explains why many Governments
have overlooked the sector and
instead aimed purely for higherend mature tourism. However, the
substantial growth in demand for
study abroad, language learning,
backpacking, voluntourism and
other youth travel niches are now,
in some countries, gaining more
attention in the public sector eye.
Australia is often cited as a good
example of a destination that
embraces youth tourism. Youth travel
has become a welcome and core
part of their visitor economy and the
development of their backpacker
market has been hugely successful.
The youth sector may statistically
indicate lower expenditure per
day in some markets but, with
characteristically longer stays, the
sector generates serious economic
inputs. In addition, owing to the
often independent nature of youth
travel and a tendency to avoid
large suppliers and intermediaries,
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expenditure within this segment
often reaches deeper into the
economy, with greater local benefits
and less economic leakages.
The youth travel sector accounts for
about 20% of international tourism
arrivals, according to the UNWTO.
Their recent research indicates that
this travel sector is not only large
and diverse but relatively resilient
to external shocks often faced
by the travel industry. However,
despite its significance, very few
National Tourism Organisations
have implemented a specific
policy for this sector and the youth
travel industry has received very
little attention to date. One of the
common problems around such
policy issues is the lack of definitions
for student and youth tourism and
so this report will begin by clarifying
the market it is referring to.
We will define the youth and
educational travel sector as a
tourism market including visitors
between the age of 12 and 35 that
fall within the following categories:
• Independent Leisure Travel
• Students
• Working-Holiday
For the purpose of this report the
two age bands we are interested
in are 12-17 and 18-35. The 12-17
age group is assumed to be only
active within the ‘Student’ segment
under our definition. While we
note that the lower age group is
certainly a key consumer group for
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leisure tours and activities of a less
independent nature, they have not
been included in this particular study.
Product segments encompassed
by youth and educational travel
providers are diverse. In figure
1 below, we have illustrated
participant categories of our recent
interviews (including proportions)
which provide a clear indication
as to the different sectors that are
driving this industry in the UK.
Our research participants included
a good range of key organisations
which enabled us to incorporate
different views, experiences and
insights related to the sector. In
total, there were 89 UK based

organisations interviewed during
Feb-Mar 2011 and, while we
acknowledge that some of the
results presented in the report
are not necessarily statistically
valid, they do offer some
interesting insights nonetheless.
Much of the research was qualitative
and we have analysed and presented
the resulting key themes. Some
data has been illustrated in the form
of ‘Wordles‘ (source: worldle.net)
which allows both a quantitative and
qualitative analysis of the data and
the opportunity to look at the smaller
details; the larger the word, the more
frequently it appeared amongst
the responses. Please note that the
colour i.e. grey or black does not
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indicate any level of importance, it is
only reflected in the size of the word.
This report aims to explore the
different youth and educational
travel niches relevant for inbound
UK tourism. We investigate the
student markets, looking at the
English Language Teaching (ELT), and
Higher (HE) and Further Education
(FE) sectors and provide figures for
this growing segment of tourism,
where travel is linked with a form of
personal development and authentic
cultural exchange on top of more
traditional tourism activities. We
also look to understand the size
and impact of the working-holiday
visitor segment, as well as the role
of the independent youth leisure
travel segment in the industry.

Fig 1 : Stakeholder Survey Respondents
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As part of our study, we have
carried out rigorous research
amongst a wide range of
stakeholders in order to estimate
the size of the youth and
educational travel sector and its
contribution to the UK economy.
We have also delved a little deeper
into the associated niche segments
in order to identify some key
trends, uncover the bigger picture
behind the figures and understand
Britain’s place in a global context.
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Youth & Educational
Travel Industry
Stakeholders
The product areas or segments
that the youth and educational
travel sector encompass are
diverse. In figure 2 below we
have illustrated participant
categories of the BETA survey (and
the proportion of respondents)

which provides a good indication
of the different sectors that are
driving this industry in the UK.
The chart below shows the
sub-sectors under review
and the proportion of survey
respondents with an interest in
the segments (they can have an
interest in multiple sectors).
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01
Highlights &
Summary

The Inbound Youth
and Educational Travel
Sector contributes
over £20 billion to
UK Economy
During 2009, independent inbound
leisure travellers contributed over £7
billion to the UK economy, in addition
to almost £12 billion spent by
international visitors coming to study
in the UK and over half a billion spent
by working-holiday-makers. Quite
simply, the inbound youth and
educational travel sector is an
invaluable segment of the UK
economy and a core driver of UK
tourism.

Britain’s Inbound Youth
Travellers of today are
our global lifeline for
tomorrow
Over and above the £20 billion that
inbound youth tourists injected into
the UK economy in 2009, there are
many non-economic benefits that
this particular tourism sector brings
to the UK. These youth travellers
offer the UK invaluable cultural
export and import, providing
exchange, enrichment, awareness
and global understanding. Not only is
it a huge asset for British society to
become more worldly, youth travel
also offers opportunities to create
long lasting future benefits for
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business and social links with
foreigners. Youths that have studied
in or visited the UK in the past often
transfer the relationships they have
built to their professional lives,
helping to develop long term trade
links, a loyalty to UK brands and a
knock-on demand for tourism in
future years including their families
and friends.

Over a third of the UK’s
International Tourists
below the age of 34
travel independently
Youth leisure travellers
(independent and package holiday
visitors between age 16 and 34)
accounted for 34% of all inbound
tourists to the UK in 2009 and
contributed 41% of nights and 36%
of all spend. Our analysis reveals
that youth tourists stay slightly
longer than average and currently
contribute over one third of all
tourism income generated in the UK
by our inbound markets. A higher
proportion of youth travellers fall
under the independent rather than
‘package’ category in relation to
other age demographics. Over 70%
of our inbound youth travellers are
independent. This suggests that, as
a destination, we need to seriously
consider the emphasis we place on
marketing and distribution via more
familiar channels such as trade
shows and traditional
intermediaries and perhaps
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question if we are successfully
communicating to this segment.
The VFR (Visit Friends & Relatives)
segment is also significant for this
age demographic and make up 32%
of all VFR spend. The youths visiting
independently for holiday purposes
and the VFR sectors combined
account for 21% of the total
inbound travel value to the UK.
English Language Teaching (ELT) is a
large and leading niche of the
sector. The UK is one of the world’s
most popular destinations for
students learning English and in
2009 almost 2 million student
weeks were purchased from English
UK member centres (which account
for around 80% of the accredited
ELT sector). This translates to just
under half a million (422,774)
inbound language students. The UK
has built a very good reputation for
learning English and, while feeling
serious competition right now, it is
felt we have a strong basis to build
upon for the future.
The youth segment is actually
revealed to be relatively more
stable against the total market and
shows a constant value in recent
times. Nevertheless, this means
that we do not identify major
growth trends for the inbound
youth holiday market and while
there is no downward trend, it is
argued that we are missing out on
the global growth going on around
us. The British youth product needs
revamping to enable us to drive
new growth rather than just sustain
what we have.

Britain lacks incentives
for enhanced
geographical dispersal
of youth tourism
income and culture
The Inbound UK tourism industry on
the whole is enormously Londoncentric. There is currently a lack of data
linking Inbound UK tourism to data
surrounding on-trip travel trends
within the UK but our estimations do
show that London benefits from the
majority of income from the youth
segment. However, we do see some
real dispersal in the sector that bucks
the trends of tourism in general.
Whilst we do see a better geographical
dispersion for some of the other youth
and educational travel sector niches
such as higher education, the general
independent leisure travel segment
unfortunately does not seem to follow
the same pattern. The geographical
distribution of university students
throughout the UK is far wider than
other tourism sectors and, while
London dominates, there is excellent
regional spread comparatively.
For ELT, London schools also currently
dominate and in 2009 around 37% of
all ELT student weeks took place in
London. Sussex (particularly East
Sussex) and Dorset follow as the next
most popular destinations, offering the
well known British coastal language
products. With the right product
offering and incentives, the youth may
travel further. Again, we emphasise

that not only are economic benefits a
goal of better dispersal but a real depth
of culture throughout the UK could be
achieved.

Our retracting Public
Sector: UK Private
Sector must
collaborate
The British public sector has recently
been hit by big budget cuts and this
includes tourism. Cuts aside, to date
the UK government has not exhibited
clear belief in the tourism industry as
a whole, especially when compared
to the tourism policies of some other
top tourism destinations.
Tourism is undoubtedly a significant
and valued export for many
economies. Right now, with
VisitBritain visibly retracting its global
presence and having a tough time in
terms of budgets, organisations such
as BETA, alongside private sector
stakeholders, are going to have to
play a more important role by being
proactive in both growing and
sustaining our invaluable youth and
educational travel sector in the
coming years. Quite simply, we
cannot rely on the public sector to
reach our potential. It is now more
important than ever that the youth
sector collaborates strategically and
actually takes action to ensure
productivity for the wide range of
stakeholders involved. The sector
undoubtedly needs more money
allocated to marketing, from a public
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and private sector perspective and it
is critical that we are more efficient
with spending what we do have.

Are millions of our
lucrative tourists being
given the cold
shoulder, by us?
It must be noted that VisitBritain’s
calculations, which are based on the
International Passenger Survey, do not
consider those visitors staying over 6
months to be part of the inbound UK
‘tourist’ category. However, at BETA,
we recognise the enormous value of
this tourism segment, and also
consider longer-staying student
markets, aiming to realise the even
greater significance of this youth sector
amongst the UK visitor economy.
International students make up a very
significant proportion of the UK’s
higher education (HE) student
population and they contribute
seriously lucrative sums to the sector,
as well as tourism stakeholders. In
2009, 21% of students in HE were of
foreign nationality. Non-EU students
are a particularly valuable source of
income for educational establishments
due to higher fees and also a weighty
revenue stream to UK tourism. These
students are mainly studying at
post-grad or doctorate level.
Inbound youth travellers visiting the UK
for a working-holiday here on the new
Youth Mobility Scheme form an
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invaluable sector of both inbound
tourism and the labour market. These
visitors largely put their earnings
straight back into the UK economy
during their two year stay and help
companies with flexible employment
contracts which a domestic
marketplace finds hard to fulfill. The UK
currently offers a very competitive visa
but we are under increasing
competition from the available visa in
Canada, in addition to changing
economic conditions in Australia as
well as here in the UK. This half a billion
pound sector needs nurturing.

Changing immigration
regulations impact the
lucrative UK Tourism
Sector
One of the hot and controversial
topics of the moment is the planned
reduction of immigration to the UK
and the frequent changes in visa
regulations. It is widely felt that the
UK Government is somewhat
shooting itself in the foot in trying to
achieve these statistical goals by
targeting the student sector. Cutting
many authentic students out of the
UK tourism industry means the
removal of huge benefits to our
economy as a whole, as well as
removing the numerous associated
socio-cultural benefits the sector also
delivers.
From a public sector perspective,
inbound youth travel is simply

grouped into the arrivals bracket by
age alone. It is vital that, as a sector,
we really begin to improve the
understanding and visibility of the
different niche sectors that form the
backbone of the tourism sector. With
this understanding, the appropriate
stakeholders then need to react
accordingly.
What we do know is that immigration
regulations imposed by the Home
Office UK Border Agency (UKBA) have
a direct and major impact on many
tourism businesses, particularly
those within the youth educational
sector. There is a strong feeling
amongst the industry right now that
this tourism sector, which relies
heavily on these visa rules, has not
been consulted enough or seriously
considered as part of the process.
Perhaps the government are largely
unaware of the value of the youth
sector to the UK and don’t fully
understand that immigration
decisions not only influence the
employment sector but also put
great pressure on a key segment of
inbound UK tourism demand. It
seems that some highly valuable
consumer segments have been
adversely affected by the knee-jerk
approach of politicians of late.
Tier 4 of the UK Visa requirements
has caused a lot of problems
amongst operators and language
centres which offer courses lasting 6
months and over as they have now
been put into this bracket, causing
our lucrative language tourist market
to be under considerable threat. It is
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critical that we reestablish the
attractiveness of our destination. By
striving to ensure both direct
consumers and the international
intermediaries are more confident,
we could be on the road to real
growth.

Has the perception of
Britain as a youth
travel destination been
tarnished?
Stakeholders are concerned that
recent immigration adjustments may
have caused a negative shift in global
perception of the UK. We have
reached a situation whereby the UK,
amongst the global markets, has
potentially been branded as
‘unwelcoming’. It has been
highlighted that European source
markets have not been affected by
visa regulations, nor have many
summer schools attracting
consumers for less than six months.
However, there has been an
abundance of negative press around
the issue and it has generated a
psychological shift in attitudes
towards our destination. Something
has to change. While there will
always be demand, the inaccessibility
is damaging and we need to work on
this aspect to really capitalise on the
opportunities that are out there.
People will come if the dynamics are
right so we need a set of
circumstances to make the UK as
attractive as possible.

Youth are some of
Britain’s most
ambitious and savvy
visitors
If we, as a nation, could choose to
accommodate wealthy, savvy, keen,
rich, knowledgeable, fun, educated,
focused and ambitious visitors to the
UK, I’m sure we would. This is the
profile of the youth and educational
travel consumer to the UK today. But,
on top of these attributes, such
travellers are also increasingly
discerning and know what they want
and they demand better experiences
than the former consumer. They are
also far more independent in the way
they research, choose and book their
experiences. If we want to benefit
from their expenditure and the other
long term values they bring with
them, we need to understand how to
reach, appeal and deliver to them.
As a sector, marketing is our biggest
skills gap according to our research.
Britain is a popular destination
amongst youth travellers but it is
sitting within a very competitive
marketplace. The English language is
our mother tongue and the basis of a
sector that injects around £1.8 billion
to the UK economy annually from
private sector centres. We have a
sound academic reputation that
supports ELT as well as other
educational travel sectors such as
Higher Education. We also have
strong heritage and cultural assets
including many iconic destinations

which combine to form a very strong
all round destination for this travel
niche. But how do we, as a destination,
improve the way we package these?
Britain has some challenges to tackle in
the coming year. It is emphasised that
we need to improve the British
welcome and recover what may have
been lost during the recent press
coverage around immigration and
economic conditions. Alongside this
Destination Britain, and its youth
tourism products specifically, need to
strengthen marketing efforts from a
relatively weak strategy to something
more tactical, significant and
consistent. We must also ensure we
are all delivering top quality products
and services in line with the demands
of the new consumer. We need to
understand how we can create value
for money. It is critical that we
consistently focus on communicating
our real strengths, not our weaknesses,
and embrace the opportunity to build
on the potential that Brand UK can
offer.

UK needs to recognise
export success of its
inbound youth travel
sector and shape up
Britain’s weaknesses simply cannot be
swept under the carpet. The qualities
of some products in the marketplace
need to be improved including
product offerings, service delivery and
standards. Brand UK, whilst recognised
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as a strong asset to build upon, is also
considered far too traditional and
without a youth focus at all.
Destinations outside of London need
serious re-branding to drive dispersal
and maximise their potential. We need
far more incentives in place as a nation.
We may have wet weather and be a
relatively expensive destination but we
can welcome global youth travellers to
the UK in other ways.
As destinations come in and out of
fashion, Britain must adapt to ensure it
remains as appealing as it can within
existing market conditions. We need to
appeal to the new customer of today.
Immigration issues that we can actually
control, unlike other factors, should be
addressed appropriately and there
should also be a strategic marketing
focus to regain and grow our
reputation in a positive light. It is the
recovery we have to make after the
negative PR and the period of
uncertainty it may have spawned.
Firstly, in order to do this, we need to
recognise the export success of this
sector to ensure the correct weight is
placed upon it.

Relationship between
event tourism & the
youth sector capitalising on the
Olympics in 2012
There are concerns about the
tourism flow around the Olympics
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period in 2012, especially for the
youth sector. This is partly because it
is thought consumers may well
consider the destination unaffordable
at this time. It is assumed by some
stakeholders to be a real disaster for
the sector in the short term, however
long term PR benefits are
acknowledged - as the UK will be put
on the world stage and have greater
engagement with international
consciousness. However, at BETA we
strongly feel that it is unproductive to
approach this event in such a
negative light; we should rather be
asking how we as businesses and as
an industry sector can benefit from
the Olympics in 2012. We need to
start identifying the opportunities
and see what we can do together as
a sector.
Considering events in a more general
sense, it is suggested that both event
and youth tourism go hand in hand.
Music and art festivals, Gay Pride and
other such events can attract large
volumes of youth travellers both
during the build up as well as the
actual events themselves. We have
seen the success of this in Ireland for
example with what is now St Patrick’s
‘week’. It is suggested that the focus
should be towards the development
of events outside of London to help
increase the level of tourist
dispersion throughout the UK.
Linking event tourism and the youth
segment should be a key focus
going forward.

Keeping on our toes Britain’s source markets
change again
The source markets feeding the
different youth and educational travel
sectors are diverse and so, while the
sector as a whole has global appeal,
certain products are more successful in
some markets than others and it is
suggested that there should be
increased collaboration between sectors
which may be potentially
complementary. Source markets are
also dynamic. 37% of BETA survey
respondents feel their top source
markets have changed over the last few
years.
English Language Teaching (ELT) is a
truly global market, attracting both long
and short haul travellers. According to
English UK private sector member data
only, the customer base is very dynamic
and in 2009 Saudi Arabia (now making
up 9.5% of the market) displayed hasty
growth and topped the leading source
market list for the first time, overtaking
South Korea.
The second largest source market in
2009 was Spain (8.9%). Within Asia,
Japan has revealed the biggest decline
and South Korea remains the largest
outbound market from this region.
Columbia has taken the lead in demand
from South America with particularly
strong growth but Brazil is also still up
there as a significant market for ELT.
Europe is dominated by Italy and Spain.
Asia is the largest source market for
inbound higher education students
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travelling to the UK, accounting for 41%
in 2009 and showing the largest relative
increase.
Europe makes up to 32% of all the
inbound students in higher education.
China is by far the largest source market
for universities specifically followed by
France. From European source markets,
Poland (28%) was the largest market for
further education (FE) colleges in 2009,
and India and Saudi Arabia for nonEuropean markets.
Europeans sources dominate the
inbound independent leisure market,
accounting for 56% in 2009. 13% came
from North America and 12% from Asia.
The youth are a really significant
proportion of the outbound travel from
Asia to the UK and make up 36% of all
visits to the UK. They generally stay
longer, accounting for 48% of all nights
and contribute 46% of all tourism spend
from this region. The youth segment are
clearly a core driver behind our inbound
Asian tourism market, it is a similar story
for the Central and South American
markets in which youth account for 44%
of tourism spend in the UK. Europe
currently shows the strongest growth in
the holiday sector for youth travel.

Britain’s youth travel &
educational industry
faces tough global
competition
There are increasingly more products
and providers in the youth sector
worldwide and consumers are more

knowledgeable and price sensitive.
Global competition is now reaching new
levels. Competition is different for each
market in this sector i.e. ELT vs.
University.
In terms of the language tourism
market, we need to start thinking more
about what is it that makes the UK
unique because all English- speaking
destinations are our competition. For
higher education students, we need to
keep our eyes on the improved offerings
within Asian markets, such as Singapore
and Malaysia for example. We also need
to be aware about the attractiveness of
Australia to the Asian markets, a source
region we hold high hopes for. The
working-holiday segment is under
pressure and feeling competition from
alternative destinations such as Canada.
But is important to note that our source
markets have always been dynamic and
the industry needs to be aware of the
markets in decline, understand those
that are replacing them and realise their
specific needs.

The skills gap in UK
youth tourism
marketing
Marketing is key. As a tourism sector,
it is clear we cannot use the ‘come
here because it’s cheap’ card and we
must learn to emphasise the real
values better. Currently it is felt we are
not selling on the aspect of value and
our industry needs to enhance efforts
to communicate from this angle.
Value and price are two very different
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things. As we cannot and should not
compete on price, we need to focus
on the historical, cultural and other
unique selling points that we as a
destination have the ability to offer.
People want a talking point.
Something quirky should be
incorporated into the experience,
whether visitors are here for a short
or long trip.
Service delivery is also essential in all
aspects of the offering. The youth
segment is social in nature. Product
should be increasingly based on
socialising and there should be a focus
on getting into social media to
enhance engagement. The consumers
themselves can be the advocates for
us. It is argued that we really need to
work on setting improved
infrastructure and marketing for the
youth market. From a destination
perspective, Australia is the leader in
going out and getting the youth
market. They have proved the benefits
of approaching this segment
consistently and not just
implementing a one off short term
campaign. It’s been a long term
investment and has paid off. The UK
should consider what we can learn
from other destinations.
For details on how to obtain a full
version of this document, please visit
www.betauk.com
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